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Next up: Heap Reasoning and Permission Logics
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• Encoding a program heap directly 
using Boogie maps is possible, but 
becomes cumbersome
• In particular, framing heap-

dependent information is hard

• Many custom program logics have 
been designed for heap-reasoning
• We will use one called Implicit 

Dynamic Frames in this course
• Extends first-order logic with notion 

of permissions to heap locations

• First: we’ll formalise framing for 
global variables (as in Boogie)…
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A Proof Outline: Swapping Global Variables
• Let be the following code for swapping values 

of two variables:   

• We can prove (as expected) the Hoare triple

• The derivation of this Hoare triple is 
summarised by the proof outline opposite:
• A proof outline is a more-succinct summary of a 

Hoare Logic derivation tree
• assertion-statement-assertion sequences represent 

Hoare triples:
• Underlying proof rules remain the same – we won’t 

formalise proof outlines, but use them for illustration
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Hoare Logic Rule for Procedure Calls
• Here is a Hoare Logic rule for procedure calls, for a procedure declared:
procedure ( ) returns ( )

requires ; ensures ; modifies ; …

• The extra equalities in the precondition of the Hoare triple are used 
to handle old expressions in the procedure’s postcondition
• essentially, for each global such that occurs in , we need an 

expression which was known to be equal to the value of before the call
• these expressions’ values must also be unchanged by the call (second premise)
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Swapping Global Variables, Procedure Variation
• Suppose now that we introduce a procedure 

with the specification:
requires ; 
ensures ;
modifies ;

• Suppose that we modify our swapping code to 
make use of this procedure:

• Can we still prove the same Hoare triple
? Not yet…

• we have no way to preserve the value of across the 
procedure call rule (even though it is not modified!)
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A Frame Rule for Variables
• Hoare Logic includes a rule we have not yet discussed: the frame rule

• This rule allows information about untouched state to be preserved
• the information is captured by the assertion 0

• Here, refers to the variables modified by statement 
• those explicitly assigned to, and those in modifies clauses of procedures called in 

• So far, the only way an assertion can depend on state is via variables
• therefore, the requirement 0 is sufficient to guarantee that 

the execution of cannot affect the truth of 0
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Procedure Variation of Swapping, with Framing
• Using the frame rule, we can now 

reason about code:
• The usage of the frame rule allows us 

to preserve the assertion across 
the inner Hoare triple
• this works since the modifies clause for 

the call is and 

• The frame rule is critical in larger 
proof efforts; Hoare triples can be 
simplified to currently-relevant parts
• this also allows the statement-specific 

Hoare logic rules to focus on the minimal 
assertions relevant for the statement
(e.g. the procedure call rule presented)
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A Heap-Based Language
• We will now add heap support to our small language from Lecture 6

• We will consider an object-based heap (heap locations are field locations)
• We will use no global variables in our small language from here onwards

• These assumptions don’t limit the generality of our approach
• C-like pointers (w/o arithmetic) can be modelled as objects with a single field
• Global variables can be modelled as fields of a globally-accessible object

• We include field-lookup expressions in our expression syntax  

• We add an extra statement for field assignment
• (changes value of field of object ; value of itself is unchanged)
• Note, only variables can be the receivers of a field assignment, for simplicity

• We assume an extended operational semantics (not formalised here)
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Swapping on the Heap
• Consider the following heap-based variant of the earlier swapping code, 

which instead swaps the field values of objects on the heap:

• Should we be able to prove the following analogous Hoare triple?

• No: the code does not behave this way if aliases either or
• e.g. the following informal proof step would not be sound (in the case that  )

• Reasoning about field updates is not as simple as for variable assignments
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An Attempted Proof Rule for Explicit Aliasing
• We could define proof rules to explicitly take care of potential aliasing, 

e.g. something like the following Hoare Logic rule for field updates:

• The substitution described is only semi-formal: for each expression of the 
form in the assertion should be replaced in the precondition of the 
Hoare triple, with the conditional expression 
• the condition accounts for potential aliasing between the receivers and 

• We won’t fully formalise this rule, since it has a number of disadvantages
• It isn’t compatible with framing any assertions mentioning the field 
• doesn’t work for assertions which implicitly depend on fields (later in the course)
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Swapping on the Heap, Explicitly?
Let’s try applying our rule to the previous example; we can derive:

Quickly impractical: each modification of a heap location introduces a new 
conditional into our assertion for each potentially-aliasing heap expression!
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Program Logics for Heap-based Reasoning
• We need something more-advanced to support heap-based reasoning
• The problem of framing heap-dependent assertions is well-studied

• challenging due to the rich variety of program properties which involve heaps
• reasoning about all potential aliasing manually is not practical or modular

• Many approaches go beyond first-order logic to tackle this problem
• logics with native features for framing and controlling heap modifications 

• There is a wide variety of competing formal approaches
• Separation Logic, Dynamic Frames, Implicit Dynamic Frames, Dynamic Logic…

• We will focus on a widely-employed idea: permission-based reasoning 
• originally, and most-famously, the core ideas come from Separation Logic
• we study a closely-related logic called Implicit Dynamic Frames in this course
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Permission-based Reasoning
• The key new concept is that of access permissions for field locations

• each field location in the heap has an associated access permission
• for field of an object , associated access permission is denoted by 

• Different access permissions may be held at different program points
• Access permissions can be passed around e.g. between procedure invocations

• Access permissions are used to guard heap accesses
• A field update is only permitted when the permission is held

• Access permissions can also be split into fractional permissions
• e.g. ½ denotes half of the access permission to field of object 
• The full permission means the “fraction” ; i.e. means 
• No more than permission can be held (or exists) for a field location
• A field read ( ) is only permitted when some fractional permission is held
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Implicit Dynamic Frames Assertions
• We assume a set of expressions , including field lookup expressions

• these also include the usual boolean expressions, with associated operators
• Implicit Dynamic Frames assertions are defined by the grammar:
•

• here, denotes a (rational) fractional amount such that 
• two-level syntax: e.g. can occur in , but not around general assertions
• the connectives and (note, LHS is an expression) have usual meanings

• Assertions are called accessibility predicates
• used to require amount of access permission to the field location 

• The connective is new, and is called the separating conjunction
• is true in a state if each of and are true, and the sum of the 

permissions required by each of and is currently held
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Implicit Dynamic Frames (IDF) Assertion Semantics
• A state is a triple of heap , permissions mask and environment

• A heap maps (object,field-name) pairs to values
• A permissions mask maps (object,field-name) pairs to rationals within
• An environment maps variables to values

• An IDF assertion is true in state , written as 
defined by the following cases:

iff ⌈ ⌋ true (⌈ ⌋ represents expression evaluation)
iff ⌈ ⌋

iff and 
iff there exist , such that ⊎ and

and ( ⊎ denotes pointwise map addition )
iff ⌈ ⌋ true implies 
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IDF Expressions and Hoare Logic Rules
• We assume an expression evaluation operation ⌈ ⌋

• IDF expressions may depend both on variables and on the heap
• e.g. the field read case of the operation is ⌈ ⌋H,σ ⌈ ⌋H,σ

• We define (read: frames ) iff evaluation of in 
the state only depends on field reads for which permission is held in 
• e.g. one case is: frm iff frm and ⌈ ⌋H,σ

• we further define frm as  ( implies frm )
• e.g. ½ frm (but note that ½ !)

• We can then define the IDF Hoare Logic rules for heap accesses:
• We handle only variables as receiver and assigned expressions in (fieldAss) ; 

general field assignments can be desugared to this using extra local variables
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Self-Framing Assertions
• Assertions should depend on heap values only if we have permission

• Assertions such as are not well-defined by themselves
• However, they may be well-defined in a certain context, e.g. 

• This notion of well-definedness is called self-framedness
• We first generalise the frm notion to assertions: frm

• An assertion is self-framing , written iff , i.e.:  
( implies )

• intuitively, is only true in states which include the permissions to frame it
• e.g. frm ½ and frm ½ but frm

• We restrict IDF Hoare triples to only those for which both 
and are the case
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A Frame Rule for Variables and Heaps
• We are now able to define a new frame rule, capable of preserving heap-

dependent information:

• Compare with slide 203. The assertion is now conjoined with a 

• In IDF, an assertion can depend on state via the heap as well as variables
• since frm 0 , 0 only depends on locations to which it requires permission
• the precondition 0 1 requires a state in which we have the permissions 

required by 0 in addition to those required by 1

• therefore full permission is not required by 1 for heap locations 0 depends on
• these locations cannot be modified by , since we must prove 1 2
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Heap-based Swapping, using IDF I
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Heap-based Swapping, using IDF II
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Implicit Dynamic Frames - Summary
• We have seen the basics of the Implicit Dynamic Frames logic

• Extends first-order logic with a notion of access permissions
• Heap locations can be modified only with a full access permission
• Heap locations can be read only with a full/fractional access permission

• Self-framing assertions describe portions of the heap, independently
• Not all assertions must be self-framing; allows heap-dependent expressions
• IDF Hoare triples 1 2 must use self-framing 1 and 2

• An improved frame rule enables framing heap-dependent assertions
• Divides heap into part needed by the proof step, and everything left-over
• The separating conjunction enables this division to be succinctly expressed

• We have seen only the basic ingredients of the logic so far
• Next: extending logic with recursive definitions and quantifiers
• Framing extends naturally to properties of unboundedly-many heap locations
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Heap Reasoning and Permission Logics – References
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• Separation Logic:
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From Hoare Logic to Proof Outlines I
• For rules without Hoare 

triples as premises, the 
conclusion Hoare triple is 
written over three lines:

becomes

e.g. 
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1 2

• For sequential compositions, we avoid 
duplicating statements and assertions:

becomes
1 1 2 3

(seq)
1 1 2 2 2 3



From Hoare Logic to Proof Outlines II
• For rules with Hoare triples as 

premises, we insert the assertions 
around the sub-statements: 

is represented by the outline opposite, 
in which each of

and    

must make up valid proof outlines
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From Hoare Logic to Proof Outlines III
• Rule of consequence steps 

is represented by the outline opposite, 
in which each of

and    

must make up valid proof outlines
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